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About This Game

Your main objective is to help Polandball here! Break through Earth's atmosphere and reach for the Moon to prove other
countryballs once and for all they were wrong and conquer the final frontier!
This is not going to be an easy task as you have a huge target on your back!
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Crazy Features - KURWA!!!

 Upgrade Polandball's Rocket
  Build a strategy on how you will conquer the space! You have to choose between 56 items

 33 perks to enhance your rocket
  Choose wisely before you spend your money

 Bad language
  Lots of Kurwas and lots of deaths

 Rare Memes
  They are rare but you will found them...eventually

 25 countryballs enemies with different behavior and AI
  Learn about each country. Learn their behavior. Learn how to avoid them.

 Create your own countryballs.
  This will affect your game strategy

  Collect coins, fuel, burgers and magnets
  You will do anything to survive in space!

 Amazing End Movie for fans who finish the game
  For die hard fans
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Title: Polandball: Can into Space!
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Alien Pixel Studios
Publisher:
Alien Pixel Studios
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and above

Processor: Intel Core i3 @ 2.00 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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This game is a mess, and the developer has not responded to support forum posts.
- Will not start on linux computers with mesa graphic drivers (workaround in forum)
- Had some crashes to desktop in the few minutes that I played
- Xbox controller was detected but did not work
- No windowed mode, and computer freezes when I alt-tab
- Mouse pointer looks borked with two pointers overlapping
- Website link on steam store does not link to valid page
- Steam store says it will not work with ubuntu 17 (not valid version)
Awful to say this, but the four Recommended reviews all have only one review to their account.
Even fighting through these issues, I found the story so simple that I wonder if there was a serious attempt to write something.
The fight keys expect player to use WASD keys (never explained), the J \/ K key, and the shift key, all at the same time. A
strange combination. It all just feels like a prototype, and seeing the fifteen dollar price is quite a surprise.. Bought it, went to
select a server, found one with 20 ppl. Checked steam charts, 175 ppl playing. Refunded.. Gameplay: Decent, but nothing you
cannot find in other games.
Controls\/Interface: Over-simplistic and buggy.
Story: Bootlicking.
Spoiler: The "big bad" is a leftist refugee.
"This is the Police" does it better.. i like it. triangularly :). Would get my money back, but it's too late.. Elena custome isn't
selectable. Graphics are subpar and very glitchy. The game requires a lot of ram though it's very simple and the graphics equally
simple. It barely runs on my pc that has 8gb ram, 500mb integrated video memory.

You can get better (and less taxing) graphical chess engines for absolutely free. This graphical chess game is not worth half the
money it's listed for, and I wouldn't play it if it were free.
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Great clasic RPG! Lovely story.. Good game. You can tell a lot of love was put into it. It was quite short, though. Although, i am
the type of person, when playing Horror games runs straight into the danger. It may take longer for people who are scared easily.

The only thing i would say that is bad about the game is that there is no penalty if you die.. Maybe some people don't like this
game,because it's boring.
Once you understand what is ZEN,you'll feel like a brain yoga.. The best Puzzle game since Stevens Sausage Roll!

Take a unique but simmple mechanic, twist, squeeze, splice, dice and stretch it to maximise truly creative level design while
keeping true to the core mechanic. The goal is to cover all exposed orbs of light with a moveable box, seams easy enough..
WRONG!!

You often find yourself stareing at a level wondering how the hell you're going to be able to do it, sometimes you find yourself
thinking that its impossible. The beauty with games like this is that the answer is always just right in front of you, you just didn't
see it.
There is no tutorial, but with a small amount of trial and error its easy to figure out the games core mechanics. Rarely does a
solution seem accidental and (Barring a few levels), it never feels like you're divulging in tedium.

Asethetically the game can be a bit jarring, static backdrops in harsh primary colours tend to strain the eyes a little, especially if
on the same level for a while. Similarly with the music - Its quite nice but its a short looped snippet (can get a bit annoying). But
these are only minor critisisms as the puzzles bring you so much joy (and frustration, joyous frustration)

If you're a fan of the puzzle genre you really can't miss out on this. The level design alone is genius, and the feeling you get
when solving a level is so warm. There are Six 9-level worlds with each world ramping up in difficulty. For the average player
there are at least 15 hours of gameplay and for under \u00a32.00 its a friggin STEAL

Just play it.. Good value at the current $8.00 at 50% off but I would rather pay $13 just a bit more for the ADAC GT Masters
Experience 2014.. amazing game. revolutionary. the ability to punch astounded me, and then i found out you could kick too. i've
never seen a game with this much depth.. This game is AH-mazing! Me and my bro love playing it. Challenging and funny. Also
with gorgeous magical pixel graphics.
10/10 would hex again.. bad level design,cheap deaths, bad placement of auto saves, alot of redoing entire boards, horrid
story.this game has it all just not in a good way.

3v3 Mini Tournament - 30. March:
A mini 3v3 tournament accepts registrations until 28. March 2019.
Matches will be played on the 30. of March.

All information, registration and coordination happen on this discord:
https://discord.gg/af3gEwZ

. Corruption Update Releases!:
The Corruption Update is here!

The first major update for You Have 10 Seconds 3  officially released today! Codenamed "Corruption", here's a full list of
what the update adds!

Major news:
- 5 brand new aftergame Areas (Post Area 26)
- 14 New songs
- 7 New gameplay mechanics
- Completely new Title Screen
- Two new Hub Areas
- Mini-games in previous Areas that become corrupt
- Secret second end credits

Minor tweaks:
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- buffed some world 18 levels
- Renamed some levels
- Fixed collisions on invisible spikes
- Returning to hub on Area 26 spawns you at the Area door instead of the elevator for fast restarting

If any small bugs or glitches are found in the later areas, let me know and I'll add them to the list of stuff to fix in the next minor
patch! If anything game breaking is found, also let me know so I can release a fix update immediately! I did a whole ton of
testing for this update, but with how crazy some of the mechanics are in the later worlds, I'd rather be safe than sorry in-case
anyone finds an issue I was not expecting!

The first update of 2019 will include a level editor to make your own levels, and an area maker so you create your own sets of
10 levels to share with other players! Follow me on Twitter for updates on the progress of that update starting January 15th: 
@tamationgames

Thank you all so much for playing!. Guacamelee! 2 - Release Date Announcement:
Late last year, we announced that Guacamelee! 2 would be released… “soon-ish.” Well, soon-ish has almost arrived at Drinkbox
Studios!

We’re thrilled to announce that Guacamelee! 2 will launch for Steam on August 21st for $19.99 USD. Check out the new launch
trailer:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Y5n_oHsR9Q

The original Guacamelee! launched in April of 2013. It’s now over five years later and the game still stands as the definitive
Mexican-Folklore-Inspired-Luchador-Platform-Brawler-Metroidvania! How do we top that?

More Chicken!. [Complete] Maintenance & Patch Note on 11th July 2018:

Hello, everyone.
We will be performing scheduled maintenance to update and provide good service.
During this time the game will be unavailable for play.
 
Date and time: 11th July, 2018 @ 10:00 PM - 11th July, 2018 11:45 PM (Pacific Daylight Time)
EDIT - This MA ended. Please restart Steam client to get patch.
* If maintenance is completed earlier, the service can be open early.

Patch Note. Update 260:

Bugs fixed. Field of Glory: Empires Challenge #2 Ranking and Videos:
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We have the final list of the participants who completed the Challenge #2 – Amass 7500 money in your treasury while reaching
at least 20 regions in less than 50 turns and avoiding to be in the last tier in the progress & decadence chart.

Carthage was not an easy faction to play, with scattered regions to protect and surrounded by powerful neighbours. Players had
to carefully plan ahead their moves and outsmart their opponents. It was very interesting to see the different strategies employed
and the different pay-offs!

This is the final ranking, kudos to all the participants!
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[www.matrixgames.com]

We will announce soon the Challenge #3, its setting and task. Stay tuned!

Here’s below a taste of the videos published so far, including the ones completing the challenge:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFaw30IFSQM

www.youtube.com/watch?v=hByQfxUzSpo&list=PLGB6RkFB7ZmNZ5snmx5PoqzCw4jrBqEOP&index=7

www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-LO_6ZkT_k&feature=youtu.be

www.youtube.com/watch?v=YlEyjxMCsWE&list=PLMwqkym59Zruy7LZOC70YRa3gBcPY5gMf&index=1

www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkjtgwepvwc&t=17s
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